
Everthing from one hand

Filter systems are the guarantors of safe and economical 
operation of machines and plants. However, their performance 
can only be fully exploited if the design is right and the filter 
elements are changed at the right time. Professional filter 
management is therefore the basis for the use of efficient filter 
technology as an economic factor for increasing productivity.

This is what you should value

....when you choose a filtration partner. FILCOM GmbH is your 
competent partner for filtration technology. This is proven by our 
customer base. With more than 40,000 customers worldwide 
in 90 countries, we maintain long-standing partnerships based 
on mutual trust and have been working together for over 21 
years.
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Everthing from one hand!

With us you are on the safe side!

High-quality industrial filters from Filtration Group Industrial ensure safe and economical operation worldwide 
- in machines and plants. There is hardly an industry that could do without innovative solutions and services. 
Process and production reliability, availability and increased productivity are the top priorities everywhere. 
That is why FILCOM offers its customers comprehensive services in all fields of filtration expertise. FILCOM 
offers a plus in performance: for more functionality, more safety, more reliability and economic efficiency. 

FILCOM points!

This is something you have value when choosing a filtration 
partner:

We offer:

 The FILCOM logistics concept ensures efficient, fast
 and continuous supply of spare parts in the field of
 filtration technology
 Thanks to FILCOM‘s analysis and consulting 

 competence we offer you more safety, more efficiency
 and more performance. We recommend to you not the
 product we have but the product that best suits to you
 We provide you with optimization recommendations for

 you and also analysze problems directly on site, in order
 to offer you an optimal solution tailored to your needs
 You will receive  customized supply and spare parts

 packages for existing applications and centrally supplied 
 by us.
 For over 20 years, we have been solving problems,

 optimizing processes and save our customers and
 partners money in their production. Since 2012 we
 are official premium partner of Filtration Group
  Industrial.
 We rely on products from reowned manufacturers. About

 25,000 quality items in our online store ensure that every
 customer finds exactlythe product that meets his or her
 needs.
 

Our services

In cooperation with our partner Filtration Group Industrial, 
we can perform a variety of tests for you to assess filtration 
efficiency, such as separation efficiency, dirt-holding capacity 
and filter element service life.

 Simple oil sample counting according to ISO 4406 (1999)
 and AS 4059
 Gravimetric analysis according to ISO 4405
 Microscopic evaluation of the dirt type and photographic

 documentation
 Examination for used filter elements from hydraulic

 circuits according to DIN 65669-1
 Water and emulsion analysis (sieve analysis)
 Determination of the water content of an oil sample

 according to Karl Fischer
 Determination of the viscosity of an oil sample
 Determination of the performance data of hydraulic

 filter elements according to ISO 16889 (multipass test)
 and much more


